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200 Club winners 

March : Pam Wilson- Brown, Chris Olden and Brian Lee 
 
 
 

Chris Bevan is the man you need. He looks after all your 

entries and will issue you with the numbers. You can enter at 

any time of the year just fill out a form. 

The 200 club is held 11 times in a year, there are three cash 

prize of £25, £15 and £10 every time it is drawn. 

                    

Welcome Fellow Ralliers to the 6th issue. 

May I thank you for your comments and contributions to this copy.  

Jackie  

 

  
 

 

200 Club forms are attached to the back of this Stag. 
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Phillip Wilder was a regular 200 club member who passed away at the end of 

2013, but his Son in Law Steven contacted us on behalf of Philip’s wife Dorothy 

to say that because of his past good fortune with wins, she would like to 

continue and put something back in after so many prizes!! 

We hope Dorothy has the same luck throughout the coming year.    

 

 

Draw Dates 200 Club for 2014 

                                

                                                                       

27th April  Old Windsor                              31st  August   Walton- on- Thames 

26th May   Exbury Gardens                         28th Sept.       Fordingbridge 

29th June   Cookham                                    26th Oct.         TBA 

20th July    Medmenham                             9th Nov.           Wokingham 

4th Jan.  Badshot Lea 2015 

   

                                Dates may change under certain circumstances.   

                                                       Will update where possible.               

     

 

 Blue Nose Rally report 

Booked on rally. 

Did not arrive Friday, Saturday or Sunday. 

Heard food was good (better than my Pasty & oven chips) 

Well done the rally officers. 

From an ill vice chairman (David Saunders) 

Editors Ear 
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Do you have something to say or share with your fellow ralliers? (Jokes, recipes, tips or a 
good bargain maybe?) Open to offers, polite ones please.  
Did you have a good/not so good time when you were last on the rally field? 
Maybe you would like to give the next rally you run a mention. 
Let me know by phone, e-mail bccnewsletter.bcc@gmail.com or next time you see me, I 
will do my upmost to get it in the next Stag for you. The Stag only works for you if you make 
the effort to forward information to be printed. 
 The Stag is here for you!  
Newsletter Editor: Jackie Stevens 

 

 

 

Extra Rally Books 

How many times have you left your rally book at home while away, 

held hostage locked up in storage or in the caravan when 

travelling? Keep the information to hand. 

Why not have a spare copy for the car or at home to have at hand: 

when ever, where ever. 

Extra copies can be obtained from Jim Young (saleable equipment) 

or ask Jane or Dave Tuthill. 

Extra copy costs  £2.00                          By Post  £3.25 

 

 

 

 

A word of Thanks 

'Thank you to all the Berkshire Centre members who wrote or called following the 
loss of my father. It was most comforting to receive so many messages, calls and 
cards and to know that Chris and I were in your thoughts at that time. We truly have 
some great friends within the Centre. 
  
John Ward' 
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Burns Night ,New Milton,Rally report  

Jan.24th – 26th 

 
 

On Friday we arrived in the rain at Bashley for the 
Burns Night Celebrations to be greeted by Jane and 
Ian’s smiling faces despite the rain. After a very slick 
checking in process we were escorted on to our pitch 
and helped to site the van by Ian. 
David had gone AWOL at the time (I’m sure we saw 
his dogs tied up outside the local pub!!!!) 
We have this setting up business down to a tee; I nip 
into the van and plump up a few cushions and plug in 
the telly while John sorts out the water, gas and 
electric etc... The only other job I have is to put my 

head out the door and ask if he needs a hand which he knows to reply "no, you’re 
alright" so sorted! 
 
After lunch we went to New Milton and spent a couple of hours in the town. Back to 
the van for a cuppa before getting spruced up to go for a meal with friends. We had a 
superb meal with great company, then back to the bar at Bashley to round off the 
evening. 
 
Saturday we woke up to sunshine so we headed to Lymington and had a mooch 
around the market for the morning. Then back to Bashley for a rest before getting 
ready for the evenings celebrations. Luckily I had washed and dried my hair when a 
squall came over the site and the electric went off. We were unsure if the evening 
would still be on, so we checked our food store and if all else failed we had beans on 
toast! We were kept informed by the David and Ian as to the latest news on the 
power cut, so we stayed in our jim-jams until the thumbs up was given. Then with 
finery donned we made our way to the function room. 
 
The whole evening was fantastic, The Piper, the speeches, the Lads and Lassies 
addresses, the food, the band and friends. After a shaky start with the power cut the 
whole evening was a great success. 
 
We are looking forward to next year’s Burns Night Supper, and we heartily thank 
everyone who worked so hard to give us such a good time. 
 
Sunday morning we woke to more rain, and after Flag we said our goodbyes and 
thanks to friends and headed back to the van and our journey home. 
 
Once again many thanks to everyone for such a great time. 
 

Bette Young. 
A request from David Grover  (aka Mr. Just Job himself) – to publish my Reply on 

behalf of the Lassies at Burns Night 
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Reply on behalf of the Lassies. ( Burns Night ) 
 

May I first of all thank Nick, my opponent in verse? 
For doing this Just Job is a phenomenal curse. 

Now for a classical retort, 
Somewhat sweet, but also short; 
I have this here ditty, for to tell 

So please take note and listen well 
Us lassies may fuss and cause a fight 

But that’s just because we want things right; 
You laid back laddies are not hard to please 

With pint of beer and a lump of good cheese 
We ask not much for you to do 

Like Darling “would you put in a screw or two?” 
But all you do is “tut” and “groan” 

And you say that we lassies, can but moan! 
In front of screen you can be seen 
Swopping channels, in-between 

A Soap, is all we ask to view!! 
Now we’re watching Dr.Who! 

When football’s on it’s strange to see 
The T.V. never moves from channel 3. 
Well, if this keeps up, we’ll buy a boat 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thus set it sail, with you laddies afloat; 
PS.  And forward the Sodding remote!! 

In many ways we will love thee 
After all you R.S.V.P to me 

 

Jackie Stevens 
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Note to rally officers 

Please make sure when leaving your rally whether it is on a field, in a local hall 
or school premises that you walk the field for rubbish and left behinds, also 
that you have cleaned anything you may have used and wipe tables and 
surfaces down. 
We are all responsible! 
 

 

                    

                                                                                                             10th January 2014 

Thank You 

Philippines Typhoon Appeal 

 

Dear Supporter, 

Firstly, I want to say thank you for your generous gift of 

£526.00 to the DEC Philippines Typhoon Appeal. Because of your generosity we can 

provide hope to some of the millions whose lives have been turned upside down by 

the devastation of Typhoon Halyan. 

Hope to people like 10-year-old Rafael, who lost his father when the typhoon struck. 

His cries for help did not go un-noticed; it was you and many others like you that 

decided to answer his call. Now, we can provide people like Rafael with food, shelter 

and urgent medical supplies. 

We simply could not do this without you, so once more on behalf of all those affected 

by this disaster, who will receive aid because of you, we say thank you. 

With very best wishes, 

Saleh Saeed 

Chief Executive 

********** 

Chairman’s Note:  This money was raised at the Christmas Party rally when 

donations were made for a curry cooked by Lottie & Alan McNeil and also from the 

raffle of a porch awning donated by Reading Caravans.  
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Chinese New Year, Wargrave, Rally report  

 

 

Gong Hei Fat Choi 

 

Venue: The Piggott School, Wargrave 
Dates: 7 – 9 February 2014 
RO:  Dave Joyce & Ian Grover 
ARO: Alan & Lottie McNeil 
 
We ran through a heavy shower at Littlewick Green but the rally site was dry and we were greeted 
by the usual Berkshire friendly welcome and were shown to our place with the message “In the hall 
at 8 o’clock”. 
We all duly assembled in the hall/café to pay our dues. Berkshire really is a friendly group and as we 
got to the hall, tables were moved and we were beckoned over. The urn was on and of course we 
had our own drinks and enjoyed a natter with our friends. 
On Saturday we assembled in the hall at 6.30 pm and were welcomed with a drink of wine or 
(Chinese?) beer. We later discovered that the matching rectangular tables had been brought by 
various centre members and that as Alan has a serious back problem our ARO’s were not on the 
rally. However Lottie had been on site all day preparing the food ably assisted by Ann and Joyce. 
Once seated, we were told that the place names were in Chinese but that if we turned them over we 
would see someone else’s name in English. There followed a few minutes of fun and banter as we 
swapped place names.  
 
The food started to arrive courtesy of the “Chinese” waiters (the Grover family) suitably attired in 
matching authentic outfits. What a feast! Starters consisted of Prawn crackers with three dips, 
prawn sesame toast, duck spring rolls, and chicken satay. The main course comprised sweet and 
sour pork, beef in oyster sauce with vegetables, lemon chicken, Lottie’s special noodles, special fried 
rice and just in case anyone could eat more there was boiled rice as well. For dessert there was fruit 
salad with cream (pudd’n does not translate into Chinese!). This was a fantastic meal and really was 
Chinese. Clearly an incredible amount of hard work had gone into it, both before and on site. 
 
After the meal several ladies disappeared to do the dishes. You are indeed a lucky Centre to have so 
many people willing to work for us. 
The evening was rounded off with a Chinese auction which was a lot of fun. We’re afraid Mike ended 
up with two of the five prizes (dish cloths and Selotape). 
At flag the following morning the Chairman told us that this rally probably had more advanced 
planning than most. It seems the RO’s and ARO’s had found it necessary to sample Chinese food at 
several restaurants. It then transpired that the lanterns had been bought in Hong Kong and that 
some of the printing (including the logo above) had been printed in the Philippines. We suspect that 
Ian had had a lot of input as not only had he typed the place names and menus but he was the only 
one that could pronounce Chinese.  
 
A truly memorable rally. Berkshire is such a friendly Centre that it is no wonder that so many visitors 
join you.   Our thanks to everyone that was involved.  
 

 Mike and Gill Pope, Buckinghamshire Centre 
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Cancelling a rally booking 

If you need to cancel a rally booking, please phone the rally officers-don’t send a text or email. 

This is to ensure that no cancellations are missed due to technology failure or delays. 

Please give the rally officers as much notice as you can. Cancellations cannot be accepted by text or 

email. 

Primary Post 

I would like this space to be used by the youth of the centre. Anything will do something you did or 
enjoyed etc. on your last rally out. 
 

Sorry but no entries for this item. 
 
 

 
The Berkshire website (www.berkshirecentrecaravanclub.co.uk) is a 

great place to look up any forth coming rallies or 

updates/cancellations, also our very own David Bailey’s (Dave Tuthill / 

Ian Grover / Vivienne Young) have lots of photos to browse over.  

Do you have photos that you have taken and would like them to go on 

the website, forward them by email to berkshirebcc@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Rally Book highlights over the next couple of months. 

 Lymington, Ramley Farm - Easter 

 Farley Hill, Cheriton Farm – May Bank Holiday 

 Evesham, Hampton Ferry – May Bank Hoilday 

 Northwich, Cheshire, Arley Hall – National 

 Southampton, Exbury Gardens – Spring Bank Holiday 
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THE JOYS OF PUPPY WALKING 

Update 

All of a sudden Abby, our beautiful black lab -- retriever bitch who we are puppy 

walking to become potentially a guide dog for the Blind, is nine months old in March 

and full of beans!  She needs two good road/shopping walks a day, plus plenty of 

interaction with other dogs to tire her out when she runs round the fields with them. 

Luckily, I don't have to chase after her too often. 

Where has this time gone?  When we first got Abby at six weeks, she weighed 4 kg 

and was on four meals a day of 45 g (2 ounces).  At three months, she moved to 

three meals of 120 g and by six months she was on to two meals a day of 210 g.  

She now weighs 26 kg so her diet and exercise regime doesn't appear to have 

affected her weight gain! or her strength and teeth development. By six months she 

had a full set of gnashers, and although we are lucky that she does not chew shoes 

or wiring, for some reason, she appears to have taken a particular delight recently in 

chewing the skirting board.  Trying to get her back while she is free running has been 

an interesting challenge.  From giving her meals only to a whistle release to 

rewarding comebacks to the whistle or voice with small treats has generally led to a 

less than panic stricken set of recalls.  This has been particularly helpful when 

encouraging the dog to take notice of where we are by playing hide and seek to the 

whistle and rewarding with a treat when excitedly she finds us. 

Since we last reported from the weekend rally at Medmenham when Abby was three 

months old, we've managed to expose her to a wide cross-section of experiences -- 

all good practice for any eventual partnership with a blind person who relies on her.  

We visited the cathedral coffee shop in Chichester and managed to get her to sit 

through most of Evensong.  We've had a couple of trips to the theatre -- where the 

management, when helpfully advised prior to visit, have gone out of their way to 

welcome us and to make sure that we have suitable seating.  We've used the buses 

into town to Reading and the trains into London.  We continue to take the Abby into 

shops, pubs, restaurants and cafes, including some "posh" restaurants in London.  

So far, all have been relaxed about us taking the trainee guide dog in (now wearing a 

blue GDBA jacket) with us to their establishment.  We've managed to expose Abby 

to a range of sounds ranging from motorbikes through to the disco at the Christmas 

rally at Furze Platt School -- a very successful event, which we were so pleased to 

attend and hats off to those who arranged both the entertainment and the fabulous 

food! She chases the vacuum cleaner but does not like the hair drier one little bit! 

Once more, thank you for your understanding and consideration when we are able to 

bring Abby into situations where other dogs are excluded.  If you want to talk about 

guide dog puppy walking, sponsoring a guide dog or anything else connected to the 

guide dogs, please feel free to ask me. Further bulletins as we progress. 

Carole Arrowsmith 
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 Look After Me - Rally Equipment  

Please can all rally officers/fellow ralliers take care when using and packing away any of the Centre’s 
equipment. When returning equipment please ensure Gazebos / Party Tents are dry and folded how 
you would wish to find them. Urns should be clean and wiped out and please keep equipment 
together where possible. (Lights /cables)  
Should any equipment get damaged when in use please just let Dave Tuthill know (Equipment 
Officer) so that arrangements can be made to get it repaired or replaced. 
Many thanks  
 

The Committee   

 

For Sale 

Single bed with a single bed underneath. 

Ideal for space saving. 

Used only a few times. Makes into 2 single 

beds or a double bed. 

Very good condition £100 

Click here to contact  Mary Lee 

 

 

For Sale 

 

 Folding caravan step with storage compartment - will last for years £30 

 2.5m x 2.5m pop up Gazebo(no Loose poles) - had very little use £50 

 Rechargeable 18v drill with extender, box spanner for caravan steadies 

complete with 2 batteries / charger & case £20 

 Caravan battery 110 volt in good condition with charger £40 

 13w portable solar panel £40 

 

Will be willing to accept near offers 

Click here to contact  Basil Clark 

 

  

mailto:berkshirecc@googlemail.com?subject=Single%20bed%20for%20sale%20-%20FAO%20Mary%20Lee
mailto:berkshirecc@googlemail.com?subject=Caravan%20items%20for%20sale%20-%20FAO%20Basil%20Clark
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We should have been there! 

Have you ever thought that you should have been somewhere else instead of doing what 

you were doing? Well, we thought that about the New Year rally at the Kiln Badshot Lea. 

Don’t get me wrong, we were doing lots as it was and Christmas 2013 was very hectic for us, 

so we didn’t book. Not only that, we live less than a mile from the Kiln and thought what 

was the point. So we decided to pop in now and then.  

Visiting the first time, we realised our mistake. The Rally Secretary Mafia had pulled out 

most of the stops and it seemed they were intent on no one getting bored. The only 

problem was the weather and possibly the model car club; both out of their control. 

Being beckoned into the hall, we were sat down and made to be involved in an impossible 

jigsaw with only a handful of pieces. Jill Butler said, we were hoping you would add a large 

amount of intelligence. What a joke that was. Ian Grover quickly disappeared and someone 

brought teas. After killing off the last few brain cells on the puzzle, we chatted and began to 

realise how much activity was going on. Our five minute visit lasted about three hours. 

We called the next day, New Year’s Eve, on our way to visit friends, only to see the activities 

causing so much hilarity that it must have caused many trips to the toilets. We stayed for 

too long again and were late getting to our friends.  

Our last visit was at Flagpole and we watched the mega raffle; has it ended yet? We then 

stayed on to help tidy up. This appeared to go like clockwork, but the place must have been 

in better condition when it was finished than when the rally took it over; including trying to 

remove marks that must have been on the lino when Victoria was queen. The bacon Sarnies 

at the end were most welcome and the caretaker and his side kick seemed most impressed.  

All in all, the total lack of spare time by the caravanners must have been added up to a great 

rally, one we should have been there. 

Stuart & Pat Bradley 

 
 

Most Wanted 

 

Please if you could spare 10mins. of your valuable time to run up a rally report 
it would be fantastic to hear from you.  Your news/your reviews  
Calling all rally officers - would you like a rally report done on your rally? Just 
ask one of your ralliers at flag to put one forward? 
 

bccnewsletter.bcc@gmail.com 

mailto:bccnewsletter.bcc@gmail.com
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Invitation from Buckinghamshire Centre 

Golf Challenge 

 
July 25th – 27th   Drayton Leisure, Banbury 

 

Just a few notes to expand on the rally book entry, now that a few more 

arrangements are available. 

The fee for the weekend (Fri-Sun) is £21.50 inc. VAT (includes site fee, admin 

fee and rally fee). 

Extra nights are available Weds & Thurs night, arrivals from 12 noon each 

day; site fee for those nights still to be confirmed. 

The rally is being held on a rally field with no facilities, and with a limit of 40 

outfits.  There are also pitches on the campsite with EHU and shower/toilet 

block facilities, though you would need to make an individual booking direct 

with the site. 

The rally is billed as a Golf Challenge.  The intention is to arrange a 

competition on the 9-hole par-3 course on site as a fun competition and stroll 

in the sunshine!  The Challenge will be between teams from the two Centres.  

We’ve put details in the rally book of the Berkshire Centre trophies that have 

been competed for in previous years; they will also be competed for, but the 

emphasis is on an informal competition.  Green Fees are very reasonable at 

£11 for 18 holes (i.e. 2 rounds). 

There are no plans for socials over the weekend; instead the licensed bar is 

open in the evenings and we’ve booked the weather for relaxing on a warm 

balmy evening watching the sun go down. 

The rally book page gives you a flavour of what Drayton Leisure offers for golf, 

fishing and family activities.  Their website at http://banburyparty.co.uk/ gives 

more information.  The area in Banbury and surrounding countryside also has 

a wealth of things to explore. 

      

 Hope to see you there! 

      

 Thanks, Ian Grover. 

 
 
 
 

http://banburyparty.co.uk/
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March Hare Rally 
This year’s March Hare rally was held at Overton C of E 

Primary School. 

Your rally officers were Phil, Diane Hayes and Malcolm, Lynda 

Heath. 

Anyone attending the rally can take part and this year the 

competition was on foot. 

The turnout, plus the weather, was good and nearly all 

attending took part. 

The two lady rally officers were to blame for the questions, but 

the idea is to have fun, while walking in this lovely village. 

Berkshire Centre has a very diverse membership and on that 

note the winners of the March Hare Trophy are: 

Dave (Honorary Secretary) & Jane Tuthill (Chairman)  

Well done A+ 

While as ever holding everything up in joint last place was David ( Vice Chairman) & 

Pauline Saunders (Rally Secretary) 

Must try harder.  

 

 

 

Overton March Hare Rally report  
28th – 30th March 
 
Lottie and I arrived dead on 17.31 to comply with the Rally book instructions for 
School Sites (honest it was, ask Diane). 
We were met by Diane and Phil and they gave us the choice of the field or hard 
standing, we opted for the hard standing upper play area, after discussions with Mrs 
Mc. Actually Mrs Mc said we will go on hard standing, but I got my way on the upper 
play area. 
Having saved a spot for Bob and Ann they arrived shortly afterwards with Dinner, a 
lovely Lasagne prepared earlier by Ann (although I believe Bob probably would have 
supervised it) and afters was Lottie’s Sherry Trifle which had more sherry than trifle. 
 
After helping some late arrivals to pitch, we headed for the classroom to pay our 
dues, to the Rally Officers Diane and Phil assisted by the very petite Linda and the 
not so petite Malcolm. 
Now then it transpires that Linda's waif like figure is due to some revolutionary diet, 
unfortunately poor Malcolm has been suffering and has not been getting the portions 
he is used to, that's food portions you dirty minded lot, especially you Lesley Dady I 
know what you are thinking. 
Anyway moving on, apparently Linda has these special types of food and Malcolm's 
description of the Mashed Potato were a picture, the impression I got was he needed 
a straw to eat his mashed Potato, he was not a happy Malcolm. 
 
Saturday morning arrived, the sun shone, Bob & Ann cooked us Bacon & Eggs. All 
was well in Overton.  
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Oh nearly forgot during this Bob had to help Phil put up the flag as he had been 
getting a bit of a bo****king (can I say bo****king) from Miss Diane that it had to be 
up and he had to do it straight away. Of course if Miss Diane says do it he has to in 
case he ends up in her cauldron as part of one of her spells, Hubble bubble toil and 
trouble, Miss Diane will steal your stubble. She'll peel it off and stick in her pot, and 
all you'll have left is a load of spots. 
 
Onward and upwards then and off we set to do the walking March Hare around 
Overton. Miss Diane had flown down on her broom the week before to set the clues, 
Phil, Malcolm and Linda drove down and met her there. 
Now then I am not one to complain but the first clue of how many ducks, the door 
number was 22 so it is two ducks as in the Bingo caller’s bible TWO LITTLE DUCKS 
22, Quack, Quack. It’s not 22 Ducks. 
Well we had an eventful afternoon trying to get the clues, Bob directed operations 
from the seat at the crossroads, Lottie used all the excuses she could to look in the 
shops, Ann looked intellectual and I just looked, and looked and looked but still 
couldn't get them all. I even took to following Dave Saunders about and he just totally 
confused the locals. His best one was approaching a local and saying 'Have you 
heard of FIDINI' (which related to one of the clues) the poor man just looked at Dave 
and said 'Have I had me Dinner - no not yet - I am just going for it' and made a quick 
exit down the side street to get away. 
After a break for refreshments we did what all good Caravanners do on March Hare 
hunts, we gave in and went back to the Vans for Tea and Biscuits. 
 
The evening Social started with the serving of a culinary old favourite of Sausages 
and Mash with beans. I have to say it was fantastic and Malcolm had made sure the 
Mash was made with large amounts of Butter so we got dollops of mash that we 
could eat with a fork and not a straw in sight. 
This was rounded off with Danish Pastries and Buns and very nice they were to. 
Then the horse racing began with some very nifty wrist actions on display (I think 
Upper Thames had a ringer in) then there was some very sore wrists and shoulders 
afterwards. I prefer to decline doing this and watch from the comfort of my chair with 
a beer and a chaser. 
Racing over it was down to a quiz and Girls V Boys, which of course the Boys were 
never gonna win as Amy was keeping score.  
 
Sunday was flag where we all observed a moments silence in respect of Cynthia 
Collins who will be sadly missed by us all, our Love and Thoughts are with Alan and 
his family at this very sad time. 
The Sun still shone on Sunday and after a gathering for tea outside the Saunders 
Home on wheels, it was time to pack up and head off as Lottie wanted to go to 
Bingo. 
All that remains to be said is a very big Thank You to Diane, Linda, Phil & Malcolm 
for a wonderful weekend, a lot of time and effort went into both the March hare and 
the Social event. Well Done - a brilliant weekend. 

Alan & Lottie McNeil 
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Jane’s Jottings – Chairman’s Chat 

Firstly, can I say how shocked and saddened I was to hear that past Rally Secretary Cynthia Collins 
had died suddenly.  I offer my sincere condolences to Alan and his family. 

We’re now well into the 2014 rally programme.  The Committee’s idea to reduce the number of 
rallies during the winter months seems to have paid off with all rallies being held so far being very 
well attended. 

Another successful Burns Night rally was held at Hoburne Bashley at the end of January.  We were 
pleased to welcome Club Chairman Grenville Chamberlain with his wife Liz and Vice Chairmen 
Rodney Lambert and Janet Moore and their spouses – all joining us not in their official capacity 
but as ralliers.  Forces of nature kept us on tenterhooks with a sudden storm causing a power cut 
shortly before the Saturday evening celebrations began; fortunately power was restored in the 
nick of time and the evening ran smoothly with some last minute adjustments to the order of 
events. 

The Chinese New Year rally, included in the rally programme for the first time in many years, was 
an outstanding success.  Even though co-rally officer Alan McNeil had to stay at home with a really 
bad back, Lottie came along and spent the day with Joyce Grover and Ann James preparing a 
wonderful feast – read Mike & Gill Pope’s rally report.  Well done to you all. 

The Valentine/Birthday Masquerade at a new venue at a Whitchurch School was a test of nerve in 
getting there.  Floods and the worst gales in years made towing conditions far from ideal but 
ralliers are made of strong stuff and braved the elements to enjoy themselves.  Well done to 
Peter, Chris and Rosie Johnson for running their first rally. 

I’d like to thank all who dressed in a Spanish theme for the Gourmet Meal.  Whilst the rally 
officers had guessed there may be a few wearing Spanish national costumes, we hadn’t thought 
of a Spanish tourist (Ian Grover) in his shorts and carrying a suitcase!  Didn’t get pizza and chips 
for dinner though.  Claire and Sarah (my daughters) would like to thank everyone who contributed 
to their collection for acting as waitresses – although chef Dylan thinks that maybe he’ll try 
serving at the tables next year……. 

The sun came out at Overton for the March Hare weekend.  The good weather and the fact that 
the competition was on foot instead of driving meant that it was very well supported with 18 
families taking part, including our visitors from West Hampshire and Upper Thames.  Thank you to 
Diane, Phil, Malcolm and Lynda for all your hard work in creating the clues for us to find the 
answers – even if it did puzzle the locals as to why so many clipboards were in evidence around 
Overton on Saturday and shop windows being scrutinised so thoroughly.  Alan McNeil – have you 
got a death wish writing that rally report? 

Unfortunately the good weather didn’t last for Olivers Battery but what a good evening we had on 
the Saturday with a meal and Play Your Cards Right.  New rally officers, Ray and Jenny Waldock, 
made it look easy running a rally for the first time helped by David and Pauline. 

I was sorry to hear that Basil and Grace Clark have now sold their caravan and retired from 
rallying.  They have been Centre members since 1995 with Basil being the Fishing Captain for a 
number of years.  I wish them all the best for the future. 

It will soon be the Bank Holiday season – indeed a lot of you will be reading this at the Easter rally 
at Lymington.  Enjoy your break and plan which rallies you’ll be supporting in the coming months.  

Until next time…. 
Jane 
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Cynthia Collins 

It was with shock and much sadness that the Centre heard that 

Cynthia Collins died suddenly on Sunday 16th March after losing a 

short battle with pancreatitis.  Cynthia served on the Berkshire 

Centre committee and was the Rally Secretary between 2003 and 

2005. Cynthia and husband Alan also worked with the site 

communications team at the National. 

Caravan Club Vice Chairman Rodney Lambert and his wife Diane supported Alan, Alan's 

family and many other Club and Centre members at Cynthia's funeral on 31st March.  

Our thoughts are with Alan and his family at this very sad time. 

 
 

Saleable Equipment - All at competitive prices. 

Saleable Equipment will be for sale at every rally usually at flag, but if needed can be bought 

at any time over the weekend, just ask your rally officers who is holding the saleable 

equipment that weekend. 

 

 

Aqua Kem Blue 2Lt.                       £9.00 

Aqua Rinse Pink 1.5Lt.                   £7.50 

Aqua Kem Sachets 450g              £11.50 

Prices held again for this year. 

New for this year 

We now have some very useful multi coloured Velcro cable ties. 
They are reusable. Use them in the caravan or at home. 

£2.00 for 10 units 
 

Next issue 

June, any correspondence to me no later than mid-May please. 

Many thanks to all the members for their input, submitted to this issue.                    

Jackie. 


